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Thesis 
An increaSing number of artists are resurrecting technologies considered practically 
obsolete Bygone processes and narratives (particularly those of the pre-cinematic 
era) are being excavated in what Finnish writer Erkki Huhtamo has termed "media 
archaeology" -
Why are we witnessing the resurgence of these techniques In the context of 
contemporary art, and what IS their relevance today? 
In this dissertation, the intentions and methods employed by contemporary artists 
who enlist archaic technologies are discussed, and the effectiveness of their 
strategies evaluated against a background of the history of VISion, technology and 
contemporary commentaries on media' While all art Involves interaction between 
the viewer and the artwork, the works discussed here provide a particular 
opportunity for active engagement In perceptual experience Magic, humor, 
immediacy and play are Invoked by the following artists as useful means for 
addressing the compleXity of Issues surrounding technological "progress" 
I will consider the work of four prominent practitioners to exemplify crucial themes 
and questions relating to the nexus of creatiVity and technologies of representation 
Ellen Zweig (USA) extends notions of performance and history by enlisting 
phantasmagoric and camera obscura effects; Paul DeMarinis (USA) Invents 
ingeniOus optical-audio kinetiC sculptures which honour eccentric histOries; Toshio 
Iwai (Japan) expands the vocabulary of pre-cinema through his zoetroplC and 
stroboscopIC devices; and Jim Pomeroy (USA) presents subversive three 
dimenSional (3-D) performances and perslstence-of-vlslon devices As the practice 
of these artists aitests, technologies do not become obsolete; they can resonate 
well past their commercially Viable use-by dates 
Necro-Techno. ExamDles from an Archaeoloyy of Media 
This thesIs shows that by exhuming and extending the sometimes absurd objects 
and stories surrounding former technologies, these artists are successfully 
emphasizing the often overlooked role of human engagement and the cyclical 
nature of technology, rather than fore-fronting the techmcal apparatus and Its 
lineage. Far from being dead or buried In nostalgia. archaic media are offered as 
evidence of a lively continuity and multiplicity of both function and meaning. 
Creative Research 
In my own practice, I have been exploring Ihe sculptural, experiential and 
sometimes humorous POSSibilities of light and optical phenomena In installations 
that frequently feature obsolete technologies (such as camera obscuras, 
phantasmagOria, periscopes and the photographic rifle), often in combination with 
newer media technologies such as video, photography and digital imaging 
These exhibitions have incorporated a machine for making rainbows. a camera 
obscura/fibre-optlc journey through the center of the earth, paranoid dinner-table 
devices (LiqUid Scrutmy was Influenced by a drawing of a 17'0 century Czech 
camera obscura goblet), an Interactive computer/video rifle (an installation entitled 
To Fall Standing referenced French physiologist E.J Marey·s photographic rifle of 
1882). and a periscope birdbath In the spirit of 19th century chimeras. I merged 
site-specific portable camera obscuras with garbage bins, flowerpots, portable 
tOilets, birdhouses, mobile homes, removal 1St trucks, teleVisions and Tibetan 
cheese boxes 
These works affirm that our fascination with surveillance and the extension of 
human vIsion IS not Just a recent preoccupation of the electronic age, but part of a 
lively legacy that continues to find application In the present. My intent is to engage 
viewers in playful participation while considering historical narratives, natural 
phenomena and the Implications of current media practice 
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pre-Cinematic techniques In The 1994 International Symposium of Electronrc Art at 
the Museum of Contemporary Art In Helsinki (in which I participated). eight of the 
twenty-four artists exhibiting were incorporating aspects of pre-cinematic 
technologies Into their practices. In Australia. The Sydney Observatory playfully 
enlisted a zoetrope from 1987-1997 to demonstrate the big bang theory (designed 
by Nick Lomb). At the Museum of Sydney. a video narration incorporal!ng a 
technique reminiscent of early phantasmagoria was skillfully employed In The Bond 
Store (designed by Ross Gibson. 1994) Phantasmagoria. Pre-Cinema to Virtuality 
at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney, 1996, established connections 
between the theatrical early films of conjurer George Melles' and pre-cinema 
references from several contemporary artists Opening in late 2001 at the Getty 
Museum In Los Angeles, a major exhibition, Devices of Wonder. From the World In 
a Box to Images on a Scroen (catalogue essays by Barbara Stafford and Frances 
Terpak) featured "eye devices' that have been designed through the ages to 
augment perception " 
A faSCination With almost-forgotten media has become part of present culture and 
It is often accompanied by a sense of play 
This thesis accompanies my studio/creative research, which has been significantly 
Influenced by the mechanisms and metaphors (what Paul DeMarinis has termed 
"mecanaphors") of media hiStOry, In the preface to hiS L'oeil VIVant, essays (The 
Living Eye, Essays), Jean Starobinskl addresses the difficulty of attaining a 
balanced perspective on a work, Here he commends the value of "Ie regard 
surplornbanf' ("the look from above") 
Despite our desire to lose ourselves rn the livrng depths ofa work weare 
constrarnedtodlstanceourselvesfromltrnordertospeakoflt Why then not 
dflilberatelyestabirshadistancflihatwilirevealtous,inapanoramicperspective. 
the surroundrngs With which the work IS organrcally linked? We would try 10 discern 
certain significant correspondences that i1aven't been perceive d by the writer, to 
Intorprethismoblleunconscious,toreadthecomplexrelatlonsthat unite a desliny 
and a work to Ihclr hlslorrcal and social mllicu 4 
Staroblnski proceeds, however, to also warn of the dangers of this view, specifically 
the risk of the disappearance of the work itself into its context He accordingly 
encourages an approach that vacillates between distance and intimacy, 
In line with Staroblnskl's notion of panoramic perspective, a useful strategy for me 
has been to discuss artistic practitioners who are also exploring the mechanics and 
histories of archaic technologies and whose works represent a spirit of 
thoughtfulness and playfulness that I aspire to, This will allow me to address the 
practical and theoretical concerns I surround myself with, while avoiding strident 
personal declarations This paper accompanies my Visual work, but is not an 
explanation of It 
Paul DeMariniS, Jim Pomeroy, Ellen Zweig and Toshio Iwai may not see their work 
as being primarily or significantly about media archaeology, but rather about a 
diverse range of SOCial, psychological and perceptual Issues In which archaic tools 
have been incorporated For the mosl part, these artists choose from a range of 
available technologies where nothing IS considered "dead' After all, the 
jackhammer didn't supersede the chisel Technologies from vanous time periods 
are not only "Juxtaposed", but available for use, I risk both oversimplification and 
stridency by lumping these works together, but there are enough enticing links 
between these artists' practices to inspire the development of a worthwhile 
dialogue 
Discussions about media histOries have occurred mainly in the areas of pre-cinema 
vIsion technologies or In studies of vlsuallty, with less focus on audio or tactile 
technologies. Our everyday language is also highly permeated by optical 
terminology, as dramatically illustrated by Martin Jay To open Downcast Eytls. 
The Denrgratloll of VISIOIlIll Twentieth-Century French Thought, he seamlessly 
integrates twenty-one Visual metaphors - In one paragraphl" 
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